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Abstract
We consider black hole interiors of arbitrary genus number within the paradigm of non-
comutative geometry. The study is performed in two ways: One way is a simple smearing
of a matter distribution within the black hole. The resulting structure is often known in
the literature as a “model inspired by non-comutative geometry”. The second method
involves a more fundamental approach, in which the Hamiltonian formalism is utilized and
a non-trivial Poisson bracket is introduced between the configuration degrees of freedom,
as well as between the canonical momentum degrees of freedom. This is done in terms of
connection variables instead of the more common ADM variables. Connection variables
are utilized here since non-comutative effects are usually inspired from the quantum theory,
and it is the connection variables that are used in some of the more promising modern
theories of quantum gravity. We find that in the first study, the singularity of the black
holes can easily be removed. In the second study, we find that introducing a non-trivial
bracket between the connections (the configuration variables) may delay the singularity,
but not necessarily eliminate it. However, by introducing a non-trivial bracket between
the densitized triads (the canonical momentum variables) the singularity can generally be
removed. In some cases, new horizons also appear due to the non-comutativity.
PACS(2010): 11.10.Nx 02.40.Gh 45.20.Jj 47.10.Df
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I Introduction
The general theory of relativity has, to date, robustly
passed a number of experimental tests. These tests are
no longer limited to the arena of weak-field gravity but
also, due to more recent gravitational wave detection
events, strong field regimes such as black hole mergers
[1]. As successful as general relativity is, there should
be some way to reconcile the fundamental properties of
matter fields sourcing gravity (which at the fundamen-
tal level are quantum in nature) with the gravitational
field that the matter produces. This compatibility could
come from a theory of quantum gravity. General rel-
ativity, however, possesses the fundamental symmetry
of background independence, and this makes the the-
ory difficult to quantize in traditional manners [2], [3].
∗mlschnei@sfu.ca
†adebened@sfu.ca
At the moment there are a number of candidate theo-
ries of quantum gravity which are in various stages of
development [4]-[7] although none can yet be seen as
a complete theory of quantum gravitation. Because of
this it is useful at the classical level to attempt to glean
what some effects of a quantum theory of gravity may
be.
One issue that is believed to be resolved in a quan-
tum gravity theory is that of the gravitational singu-
larities predicted by various classical theories of grav-
ity. The most famous of these singularities reside in the
realm of early universe cosmology, and black hole in-
teriors. It is the latter issue that we wish to discuss in
this paper.
The fundamental mathematical object on which quan-
tum theory is based on is the non-trivial commutator
between a system’s configuration variables and asso-
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ciated canonical momentum variables. At the level of
classical mechanics this manifests itself as a non-trivial
Poisson bracket. The field of non-commutative geom-
etry augments this structure by introducing, as well as
the usual bracket between configuration-momentum vari-
ables, a non-trivial bracket between configuration vari-
ables. At the level of usual quantum mechanics this
would be a non-trivial commutator of the form[
xa, yb
]
= iabcθ
c (1)
where θc is a vector whose entries measure the amount
of non-commutativity between the various coordinates.
The bracket (1) of course implies an uncertainty rela-
tion between different coordinates, and sets a limit on
the amount of localization a particle may have. A mea-
surement along one axis to high precision comes at the
expense of losing some information along another axis.
Hence, geometry in this sense really does become non-
commutative.
It is natural to then further extend the theory to in-
clude a non-trivial bracket between the canonical mo-
menta as
[pa, pb] = i
c
ab βc (2)
leading to a similar uncertainty between the measure-
ment of momenta in different principal directions.
Non-commutative quantum theories have been stud-
ied in various fields of physics. The original paper
seems to be the pioneering work of Hartland Synder
[8] and since then there has been much application of
non-commutative geometry to theoretical physics. (See
[9] - [12] and references therein.)
At the classical level the new commutators should
manifest themselves as an extension of the usual Pois-
son algebra of ordinary classical mechanics, leading to
a type of “non-commutative classical mechanics”. In
non-commutative mechanics the usual Poisson algebra
is deformed via the introduction of a deformed Moyal
product. That is, the brackets of non-commutative me-
chanics are calculated via
{f, g} := f ? g − g ? f , (3)
where the Moyal product here is defined as
(f ? g) (v) := exp
[
1
2
wab∂a∂˜b
]
f(v) g(v˜)|v˜=v . (4)
Here operators with a tilde operate only on tilde co-
ordinates and un-tilded operators operate on un-tilded
coordinates. In the end, the two sets of coordinates are
made coincident. The matrix wab represents the de-
formed symplectic form
wab =
[
abcθ
c −δab
δab abcβ
c
]
. (5)
We note here that there is actually a further correction
to the above symplectic form but it is proportional to
the product θaβb and hence we ignore it as both these
parameters are assumed to be small [13]. It may be
seen by explicit calculation that in the limit θc = 0 =
βc the expression in (4) yields the usual Poisson brack-
ets of ordinary classical mechanics. Explicitly, (3) and
(4), using (5) yields{
pa, x
b
}
= δba , (6i){
xa, xb
}
= abcθ
c , (6ii)
{pa, pb} =  cab βc . (6iii)
Reviews of non-commutative mechanics may be found
in [13] and [14] and references therein.
The transition from particle mechanics to field the-
ories is not necessarily straight forward, particularly
in the realm of gravitation [15]-[20]. However, if one
symmetry reduces the system to minisuperspace mod-
els, then it can be argued that one augments the field
Poisson algebra in a similar manner to what is done
in the particle mechanics [21]-[24]. That is, in a min-
isuperspace model with fields ψa and corresponding
canonical momenta pib we have{
pia(x), ψ
b(y)
}
∝ δbaδ(x− y) , (7i){
ψa(x), ψb(y)
}
∝ abcθcδ(x− y) , (7ii)
{pia(x), pib(y)} ∝  cab βcδ(x− y) . (7iii)
As the brackets are modified from the canonical
ones, it is possible that such an algebraic deformation
introduces an anomaly in the gravitational constraint
algebra. In the symmetry-frozen homogeneous scenar-
ios variable deformations generally do not introduce
such anomalies as the algebra trivializes due to the van-
ishing of spatial derivatives, and being able to glob-
ally set the shift vector to zero. The situation likely
needs further study under algebraic deformations, but
it is generally believed that at high energies, non-com-
mutative effects would anyway alter the symmetry of
the low energy theory [25], [26], so it is not clear if
one should demand low energy symmetries to hold in
the regime where non-commutative effects become im-
portant. Still, one needs to be cautious in interpreting
results in such potentially symmetry-broken theories.
The general issue for the case of variable deformations
is summarized in [27].
This manuscript is laid out as follows. In section II
we analyze models where the the black holes are sup-
ported by a smeared out distribution of material, which
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is sometimes performed in the literature as an approxi-
mation of non-commutative effects on the matter fields
due to the non-localization that non-commutative ge-
ometry introduces. In section III the non-commutativ-
ity is manifestly included in the brackets of the Poisson
algebra in the configuration and momentum variables
of the gravitational Hamiltonian system. The study
there is performed in the connection formalism as this
formalism is seen as a promising avenue to a theory
of quantum gravity. Finally we conclude with a brief
summary of the findings.
II Smearing of the matter distribution
The method used here is often said to be “inspired by
non-commutative geometry”. The idea here is quite
simple and straight-forward and mainly serves as a segue
to the Hamiltonian analysis of the next section. For
concreteness in setting up the problem and method, we
will assume at the moment that the black hole is a spher-
ically symmetric one, but the ideas apply to all the
types of metrics considered in this work. Consider the
Einstein equations in mixed form
Rµν −
1
2
Rδµν = 8piT
µ
ν . (8)
If one restricts these equations to spherical symmetry
by utilizing the following line element
ds2 =− exp (α(r, t)) dt2 + exp (β(r, t)) dr2
+ r2 dθ2 + r2 sin2 θ dφ2 , (9)
then equations (8) may be manipulated to yield the fol-
lowing solution, assuming the stress-energy tensor com-
ponents T tt and T
r
r are free parameters [28]
1 [30]:
e−β =1 +
8pi
r
[∫ r
0+
T tt(x, t)x
2 dx
]
, (10i)
eα =e−β
{
exp
[
h(t) + 8pi
∫ r
0+
[T rr(x, t)
− T tt(x, t)
]
eα(x,t)x dx
]}
, (10ii)
T rt :=
1
r2
[
2f(t)f˙(t)− ∫ r0+ T tt,t(x, t)x2 dx] ,
(10iii)
T θθ ≡ T φφ :=
r
2
[
T rr,r + T
t
r,t
]
+
[
1 +
r
4
α,r
]
T rr
+
r
4
(α+ β),t T
t
r −
r
4
α,rT
t
t , (10iv)
where a comma denotes partial differentiation. Equa-
tion (10iii) is defined from the r − t Einstein equa-
1We cannot prescribe more than two functions, as Einstein’s
spherically symmetric equations with matter are under determined
by precisely two [29].
tion, and (10iv) is defined from the conservation law.
Now, the Schwarzschild metric may be seen as a solu-
tion to the above equations with a “point mass” located
at r = 0. That is, one may prescribe
T tt(r) = −
M
4pir2
δ(r), T rr = 0 . (11)
It is straight-forward, by inserting (11) into equations
(10i)-(10ii), to see that the resulting metric functions,
eα and eβ yield, after a trivial re-scaling of the t coor-
dinate, the famous Schwarzschild metric
eα =
(
1− 2M
r
)
= e−β .
In non-commutative geometry inspired models, one
smears the matter distribution (11) on a scale propor-
tional to the coordinate non-commutativity parameter,
θ. The argument is that the matter is not completely lo-
calized due to the uncertainty principle between coor-
dinates brought on by the non-commutativity. Such in-
spired models have been studied in [31]-[33] for spher-
ical black holes without cosmological constant, and in
[34], [35] for rotating black holes. Similar studies have
been performed in [36]-[39] with respect to wormholes.
We wish to extend the study here to encompass
black holes beyond spherical, both in shape and in topol-
ogy. This is done for the reason of consistency. That is,
one wishes to study if and how singularities are affected
in as many scenarios as possible to determine how uni-
versal the non-commutative effects are. One can then
make more general statements about non-commutativ-
ity. We also include a cosmological constant, since in
four dimensions a cosmological constant is required for
black holes of exotic topology [40] - [43].
As we are interested specifically in the singularity
issue of black holes, we will be concentrating on the
interior region. First we wish to re-write the line ele-
ment (9) in a form more appropriate for the study of
black hole interiors and various topologies. The form
is as follows:
ds2 =− eA(τ) dτ2 + eB(τ) dy2 + τ2 d%2
+ τ2c0 sinh
2(
√
d0%) dϕ
2 , (12)
and reflects the fact that the interior region is time de-
pendent and that the exterior radial coordinate, r, is
timelike in the interior region (we do not consider cases
here with inner horizons)2. We are considering time
dependence only, due to the fact that we are smear-
ing classical non-rotating vacuum black holes, save for
2In the coordinate chart of (12) the familiar Schwarzschild
line element takes the form ds2 = − dτ22M
τ
−1 +
(
2M
τ
− 1) dy2 +
τ2 d%2 + τ2 sin2% dϕ2 with τ < 2M .
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the “point” source, whose corresponding interiors are
also homogeneous. The constants c0 and d0 dictate the
compatible topology of the spacetime’s two-dimensional
subspaces. The various cases are as follows:
i) d0 = −1, c0 = −1: In this scenario (%, φ) sub-
manifolds are spheres.
ii) d0 = 0, lim
d0→0
c0 =
1
d0
: In this scenario (%, φ) sub-
manifolds are tori (and the sub-manifolds for this case
are intrinsically flat).
iii) d0 = 1, c0 = 1: In this case (%, φ) sub-manifolds
are surfaces of constant negative curvature of genus
g > 1, depending on the identifications chosen. Such
surfaces may be compact or not [43], [44].
In the spherical case, such solutions are sometimes re-
ferred to in the literature as “T-spheres” [45] - [47] and
the time dependent domain inside the event horizon is
sometimes referred to as the “T-domain” of the black
hole.
Einstein’s equations, for the line element (12) yield
the following general solution analogous to (10i)-(10iv),
assuming here time dependence only:
e−A =d0 − 8pi
τ
[∫ τ
τ1
T yy(τ
′) τ ′ 2 dτ ′
]
, (13i)
eB =e−A
{
exp
[
k0 − 8pi
∫ τ
τ1
[
T ττ (τ
′)
− T yy(τ ′)
]
eA(τ
′)τ ′ dτ ′
]}
, (13ii)
T τy =0 , (13iii)
T %% ≡ Tϕϕ :=
τ
2
T ττ,τ +
[
1 +
τ
4
B,τ
]
T ττ
− τ
4
B,τT
y
y , (13iv)
In the case of of a “point” source (in the interior
region T yy matter(τ) = − M4piτ2 δ(τ)), supplemented with
cosmological constant
(
T ττ Λ = T
y
y Λ = −Λ/(8pi)
)
, the
above solutions yield, after a rescaling of the y coordi-
nate:
e−A(τ) =
(
d0 +
2M
τ
+
Λ
3
τ2
)
= eB(τ) . (14)
Such black hole solutions have been studied in detail in
[40] - [43], and within quantum gravity theories in [48]
- [51].
The non-commutative smearing is often performed
via the implementation of replacing the “point” source
with a Gaussian or Lorentzian whose characteristic width
is of the scale of the non-commutativity parameter, θ.
Without guidance from experiment, this is usually taken
to be of the order of the Planck length. We consider
here the following profile curves for T yy matter(τ):
T yy matter(τ) =−
M
√
θ
pi2(τ2 + θ)2
, (15i)
T yy matter(τ) =−
M
(4piθ)3/2
e−
τ2
4θ , (15ii)
the first profile being Lorentzian and the second Gaus-
sian. Further, since the matter profile no longer van-
ishes abruptly, we relate the above stress-energy com-
ponents to their corresponding local energy densities
via an equation of state, for which we take the poly-
tropic form. That is, in both the Lorentzian and Gaus-
sian scenarios we prescribe an energy density via
T ττ matter(τ) = k
(
T yy matter(τ)
)γ
, (16)
where k and γ are constants. This form works well
in idealized studies of stellar structure [52] - [55] and
seems a natural choice for the type of exotic “star” we
are studying here.
By using (15i) and (15ii) in equations (13i) and
(13ii) one arrives at the following analytical solutions:
e−A(τ) = d0 + Λ3 τ
2 + 6Mpiτ arctan(τ/
√
θ)− 6M
√
θ
pi(τ2+θ)
(17)
for the Lorentzian case and
e−A(τ) = d0 + Λ3 τ
2 + 2Mτ erf(τ/2
√
θ)− 2M√
piθ
e−
τ2
4θ
(18)
for the Gaussian scenario. Solutions for eB(τ) were
also obtained, but being rather complicated and in terms
of quadrature, are not displayed here.
Of particular interest here is to study the properties
of what replaces the singularity of the commutative the-
ory. To facilitate this we calculate the components of
the Riemann curvature tensor in an orthonormal (hat-
ted) frame,
Rµˆνˆρˆσˆ = Rαβγδh
α
µˆ h
β
νˆ h
γ
ρˆ h
δ
σˆ . (19)
Here h .. represent the components of a local orthonor-
mal tetrad. We choose specifically the tetrad coinci-
dent with the coordinate directions. That is, the tetrad
is given by
h µτˆ =
δ µτ
eA(τ)/2
, h µyˆ =
δ µy
eB(τ)/2
h µ%ˆ =
δ µ%
τ
, h µϕˆ =
δ µϕ
τ |√c0 sinh
(√
d0%
) | .
The resulting orthonormal Riemann components are
rather lengthy and do not reveal much due to their com-
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plication. It is useful therefore to present the lowest or-
der terms in a series expansion about the commutative
solution’s singular point (τ = 0). Such an expansion
yields the following components, plus those related by
symmetries, for the Lorentzian case:
Rτˆ yˆτˆ yˆ =− Λ
3
+ 4kpi
(
M
pi2θ3/2
)γ
+
4M
3piθ3/2
+O(τ2) , (20i)
Rτˆ %ˆτˆ %ˆ =− Λ
3
− 8M
3piθ3/2
+
32M
5piθ5/2
τ2 +O(τ4) ,
(20ii)
Ryˆ%ˆyˆ%ˆ =
Λ
3
− 4kpi
(
M
pi2θ3/2
)γ
− 4M
3piθ3/2
+
8kpiγ
θ
(
M
pi2θ3/2
)γ
τ2 +
8M
5piθ5/2
τ2
+O(τ4) (20iii)
R%ˆϕˆ%ˆϕˆ =
Λ
3
+
8M
3piθ3/2
− 16M
5piθ5/2
τ2 +O(τ4) ,
(20iv)
and for the Gaussian case:
Rτˆ yˆτ yˆ =− Λ
3
+ 2kpi
(
M
(4piθ)3/2
)γ
+
M
12
√
piθ3/2
+O(τ2) , (21i)
Rτˆ %ˆτˆ %ˆ =
Λ
3
− M
3piθ3/2
+
M
10
√
piθ5/2
τ2 +O(τ4) ,
(21ii)
Ryˆ%ˆyˆ%ˆ =
Λ
3
− 4kpi
(
M
(4piθ)3/2
)γ
− M
6
√
piθ3/2
+
kpiγ
θ
(
M
(4piθ)3/2
)γ
τ2 +
M
40
√
piθ5/2
+O(τ4) (21iii)
R%ˆϕˆ%ˆϕˆ =
Λ
3
+
M
3piθ3/2
− M
20
√
piθ5/2
τ2 +O(τ4) .
(21iv)
The results above are “universal” at τ = 0 in the sense
that the topological parameter, d0, does not contribute
at zeroth order. This parameter comes in at order τ2
in Rτˆ yˆτ yˆ (although this term is not shown due to its
length), and at order τ4 or higher in the other compo-
nents.
It may be noted that none of the components in
(20i)-(21iv) are singular for finite θ and therefore the
classical singularity present in the commutative theory
is removed. We should point out here that this result is
not really surprising. One has excised the singular dis-
tribution of (11) and replaced it with a smooth distribu-
tion. In the T-domain this forced smearing is accompa-
nied by the expected energy condition violations which
circumvent the singularity theorems for such spacetimes.
Therefore, at the level of non-commutative geometry
inspired models of black holes, the non-commutativity
introduces energy condition violation on scales set by
the non-commutativity parameter θ.
We proceed next to a more rigorous analysis where
the non-commutativity is truly manifest in the algebra
of the field variables.
III Hamiltonian evolution of black hole interiors
In this section we shall study the effects of non-com-
mutativity by directly supplementing the usual Poisson
algebra of the gravitational Hamiltonian system with
the additional structure on the configuration and mo-
mentum variables as in (7i-iii). We work here in the
connection variables consisting of the su(2) connec-
tion, which we denote Aia, and its conjugate momen-
tum, the densitized triad, denoted by E ai
3. These vari-
ables are chosen since they are the variables utilized in
the theory of loop quantum gravity. At the quantum
level, within the paradigm of non-commutative geom-
etry, the commutator between the configuration vari-
ables is taken to be non-trivial. As well, one may also
take the commutator between the conjugate momenta
as non-trivial. Working “backwards” towards the cor-
responding classical theory, these non-trivial commuta-
tors should manifest themselves as non-trivial Poisson
brackets.
It is generally accepted that loop quantum gravity
puts forward a more promising approach towards a the-
ory of quantum gravity than does the original Wheeler-
DeWitt theory [2], [56], which utilizes ADM variables.
Therefore, in light of this we choose to work in the vari-
ables of loop quantum gravity. With the modification of
the Poisson brackets introduced by the extra non-com-
mutativity, it is possible that working in these variables
is a different theory than working in the corresponding
noncommutative ADM theory.
In terms of cosmological studies, a number of inter-
esting noncommutativity studies have been performed
in [21], [23], [57] - [59] in standard variables.
III.i Black holes in connection variables
Here we briefly review the mathematical structure of
black holes in connection variables. In the connection
variables which are utilized in the canonical formula-
tion of loop quantum gravity, one begins with a 3 + 1
decomposition of space-time where the metric is writ-
3Indices i, j, k etc. denote su(2) indices whereas indices a, b, c
etc. denote spatial indices.
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ten in the usual way
ds2 = −N2 dτ2 + qab[dxa +Na dτ ][dxb +N b dτ ] ,
(22)
with N the lapse and Na the shift vector. One then
writes the resulting action in terms of the Ashtekar vari-
ables [60]. These variables comprise of a generalized
su(2) connection Aia and a densitized triad E
a
i . The
connection field plays the role of the configuration vari-
able, and is related to more familiar quantities as fol-
lows:
Aia = Γ
i
a + γK
i
a , (23)
where Γia is the “fiducial” spin connection
Γia := 
ij
kh
b
j
(
∂[ah
k
b] + δ
k`δpqh
c
` h
p
a∂bh
q
c
)
, (24)
and Kia is the densitized extrinsic curvature
Kia :=
1√
det(E)
KabE
b
j δ
ij , (25)
with Kab the usual extrinsic curvature of a τ = const.
surface. The quantity γ is known as the Barbero-Immirzi
parameter. In the classical theory its value is arbitrary
(though non-zero) but in the resulting quantum theory
of loop quantum gravity, it must be set somehow. This
is usually done by calculations of black hole entropy
within the paradigm of loop quantum gravity and set-
ting the result to one-quarter the area of the black hole
[61]-[65].
The momentum variable,E ai is related to the three-
metric, qab , via
det(q) qab = E ai E
b
j δ
ij . (26)
These two variables, Aia and E
a
i , are then the con-
figuration and momentum variables respectively of the
theory, subject to the Poisson algebra{
Aia(x), E
b
j (y)
}
= 8piγδijδ
b
a δ(x, y) , (27)
with other brackets equal to zero.
Via variation of the action with respect to the lapse
and shift one obtains the Hamiltonian (S) and diffeo-
morphism constraints (Vb):
S =
E ai E
b
j√
det(E)
[
ijkF
k
ab − 2(1 + γ2)Ki[aKjb]
]
= 0 ,
(28i)
Vb = E
a
i F
i
ab − (1 + γ2)KibGi = 0 , (28ii)
with F iab := ∂aA
i
b − ∂bAia + ijkAjaAkb . The extrin-
sic curvature quantities in (28i) are replaced with the
connection via (23) (the h ai in Γ
i
a being functions of
E ai ).
There is also the internal SU(2) degree of free-
dom that can be fixed. (The metric, depending on the
“square” of the densitized triad via (26), allows for
SU(2) rotations which preserve the metric.) This gauge
can be fixed via the Gauss constraint:
Gi := ∂aE
a
i + 
k
ij A
j
aE
a
k = 0 . (29)
At this stage we need to choose an ansatz for the
su(2) connection and the densitized triad which is com-
patible with our geometries. An appropriate ansatz is
provided by the following pair [48], [50], [66]:
Aiaτidx
a =a3τy dy + (a1τ% + a2τϕ) d%
+ (a2τ% − a1τϕ)√c0 sinh(
√
d0%) dϕ
+ τy
√
c0
√
d0 cosh(
√
d0%) dϕ , (30i)
E ai τ
i∂a =− E3τy√c0 sinh(
√
d0%)
∂
∂y
− (E1τ% + E2τϕ)√c0 sinh(
√
d0%)
∂
∂%
+ (E1τϕ − E2τ%) ∂
∂ϕ
, (30ii)
where τi represent the SU(2) generators. The func-
tions aI and EI are functions of the interior time vari-
able, τ , only.
In terms of (30ii), using (26), a line-element of the
form (12) is written as
ds2 =−N2 dτ2 + (E1)
2 + (E2)2
E3
dy2 + E3 d%2
+ E3c0 sinh2(
√
d0%) dϕ
2 . (31)
The Gauss constraint (29) for the cases considered
here yields just one condition:
a1E2 − a2E1 = 0 (32)
which we will satisfy here by choosing
a1 = 0 = E1 . (33)
The diffeomorphism constraint is automatically satis-
fied in these cases, leaving only the Hamiltonian (scalar)
constraint. With the gauge fixing (33), the resulting
Hamiltonian constraint (supplemented with cosmolog-
ical constant term) may be written as
S =− N
√
c0
2
√
d0E3γ2
[(
(a2)
2 − γ2d0
)
E2 + 2E3a2a3
]
+
N
2
√
E3γ2
ΛE2E3 . (34)
It should be noted that when integrating the Hamilto-
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nian density the spatial variables have been integrated
out and therefore the above result contains an (arbi-
trary) area from the y and % integrals. This is set equal
to one and we show below that this does not spoil the
Hamiltonian evolution of the system.
At this stage one has all the ingredients required to
study the evolution of the interior region of the black
holes. The evolution proceeds according to the usual
Hamiltonian equations of motion a˙2 = {a2, S}, etc.
subject to the usual Poisson algebra between the con-
figuration variables, aI , and their corresponding canon-
ical momenta, EI .
III.ii Non-commutative evolution of black holes
Here we study the above gravitational system in con-
nection variables, but where the usual Poisson algebra
is augmented by the following brackets:
{aI , aJ} = IJθ , {EI , EJ} = IJβ . (35)
We study scenarios where either θ or β is zero, as well
as those where neither parameter is zero. As this is a
first study, we take the non-commutative parameters,
θ and β to be constants. However, it is possible that
they be modified in such a way that they depend on
the metric properties (via the densitized triad) of the
spacetime. This, for example, could arguably improve
the theory by providing a natural way for the brackets
to become less significant in low curvature regions.
The resulting equations in the noncommutative case
are too complex to find analytic solutions so what we
are solving here is a classic initial value problem. As
such, initial conditions are required in order to study
the evolution. We set initial conditions as follows: Note
that the coordinate chart in use for the domain of (31)
is τ < τH, where τH denotes the horizon value of τ
and that the commutative solution’s singular point is
located at τ = 0. The evolution is started far from the
singular point, and relatively close to the horizon. We
make the assumption that, far from the singular point,
non-commutative effects should be small as we know,
for example, that the Schwarzschild solution is valid
in moderately strong gravitational fields [67]. (In fact
commutative general relativity seems to hold well even
in the strong field regime [67], [68], so the noncom-
mutative results here really are expected to be mani-
fest only when one is approaching the scale of quantum
gravity effects.) Therefore on the initial time surface,
which is far from the extremely strong field region, we
set the values of of functions aI and EI set to their
general relativity values. That is, the following initial
values are used:
a3init = − γ
2N
eBB˙ , a2init = − γ
N
, (36i)
E3init = τ2 , E2init = eB/2τ , (36ii)
where the densitized triad components have been cal-
culated via comparing (31) and (12). The connection
components have been calculated via a rather lengthy
calculation utilizing (23), (24) and (25), using metric
(12)’s triad pulled back to a τ = const. hypersurface.
The functionB here is the commutative solution’s value
given by (14). The lapse, N , is generally arbitrary
but as we have set the coordinate system to be that of
(14)), we wish to use the time variable proportional to
that used in (14). Therefore, we set the lapse equal to
γ2
√
E3/E2 and at this stage one may proceed with the
evolution.
The resulting “non-commutative” Hamilton equa-
tions of motion are given by:
a˙2 =
√
c0 E3a2a3√
d0(E2)2
− θ2
√
c0a2E3√
d0E2
, (37i)
a˙3 = − 2
√
c0√
d0 E2
[
a2a3 − E2
2
Λ
]
+ θ
√
c0√
d0E2
[a2E2 + a3E3] , (37ii)
E˙2 =
√
c0√
d0 E2
[a2E2 + a3E3]
− β 2
√
c0√
d0E2
[
a2a3 − E2
2
Λ
]
, (37iii)
E˙3 =
2
√
c0 a2E3√
d0 E2
− β
√
c0E3a2a3√
d0(E2)2
. (37iv)
As mentioned previously, these equations are gener-
ally too complex to solve numerically, hence we illus-
trate the solutions below subject to the initial condi-
tions provided by (36i) and (36ii).
III.ii.1 Non-commutative connection only
Here we briefly summarize the results of the evolution
of the above system subject to θ 6= 0 and β = 0.
That is, here the standard theory is augmented with
non-trivial configuration bracket only. For each of the
three topological compatibilities (spherical, toroidal-
/cylindrical/planar, higher genus) the results are shown
in the figures 1-3.
The figures show a few, but not all, possible sce-
narios and below in table 1 we summarize all cases.
In none of the solutions can the results be evolved in-
definitely. In some cases shown there is a true singu-
larity present, with E3 shrinking to zero, whereas in
others it is a (curvature) finite solution (E3 non-zero)
but with a new horizon appearing (see figure captions
for details)4. In general it is found that if β = 0, and
4The condition for an event horizon may seem peculiar here but
note that in the T -domain the metric condition gyy → 0+ is an
equivalent statement to gtt → 0− (t being exterior time).
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Figure 1: θ 6= 0, β = 0. commutative (red) vs non-commutative
(black) interior of a spherical black hole. Top: The triad component
E3. Middle: The triad combination (E2)2/E3, corresponding to
gyy . Bottom: N2, corresponding to |gττ |. Notice from the top
graph that the radius of the 2D subspaces, governed by the value
of E3, shrinks to zero beyond τ = 0 in the non-commutative case,
indicating a delay in the singularity. The parameters are: M = 1,
Λ = −0.1, γ = 0.274, θ = −0.4, and β = 0.
the non-commutativity parameter, θ is fairly large, one
may eliminate the singularity, although in some cases
an inner horizon results, and we are unable to probe
Figure 2: θ 6= 0, β = 0. commutative (red) vs non-commutative
(black) interior of a toroidal black hole. Top: The triad component
E3. Middle: The triad combination (E2)2/E3, corresponding to
gyy . Bottom: N2, corresponding to |gττ |. Notice from the top
graph that the radius of the 2D subspaces in this particular case
does not shrink to zero in the non-commutative case, indicating the
removal of the singularity, but the evolution stops due to gyy → 0
and |gττ | → ∞, indicating the presence of another horizon. The
parameters are: M = 1, Λ = −0.1, γ = 0.274, θ = −0.08, and
β = 0.
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Figure 3: θ 6= 0, β = 0. commutative (red) vs non-commuta-
tive (black) interior of a higher-genus black hole. Top: The triad
component E3. Middle: The triad combination (E2)2/E3, corre-
sponding to gyy . Bottom: N2, corresponding to |gττ |. Notice
from the top graph that the radius of the 2D subspaces in this par-
ticular case does not shrink to zero in the non-commutative case,
but the evolution stops due to gyy → 0 and |gττ | → ∞, indicat-
ing the presence of another horizon. The parameters are: M = 1,
Λ = −0.1, γ = 0.274, θ = −0.06, and β = 0.
beyond that horizon to glean if there is singular struc-
ture hiding behind it. For small enough values of θ the
singularity is always present.
III.ii.2 Non-commutative triad only
For the case where the connection remains self-com-
mutative but the triad becomes non-commutative we
present the sets of scenarios in figures 4-6, along with
a full summary in table 1.
It turns out that for both large and small non-zero
values of β the quantity E3 asymptotes to a non-zero
constant. The size of the 2D subspaces, governed by
the value of E3, depends on the value of β, with larger
β values yielding larger volumes. The situation here is
somewhat reminiscent of what occurs in effective loop
quantum gravity when holonomy corrections are intro-
duced, the main difference being that in the loop quan-
tum gravity scenario the volume of the subspaces oscil-
lates in a damped manner, asymptotically approaching
a constant for large negative τ [49]. Although some
appear small in the plots, no non-commutative metric
component goes to zero in figures 4-6 and this remains
true as long as β 6= 0.
III.ii.3 Non-commutative connection and triad
Finally, we consider here the scenarios where all quan-
tities possess a non-trivial Poisson bracket. Some rep-
resentative results are shown in figures 7-9. (See figure
captions for details.)
The above analyses are somewhat complicated due
to all the different possible scenarios. We therefore pro-
vide the following summary of all the possibilities:
Table 1
1. Spherical topology:
• θ 6= 0, β = 0: Small values of θ delay the
singularity. Large values of θ remove the sin-
gularity.
• θ = 0, β 6= 0: Singularity is removed.
• θ 6= 0, β 6= 0: Singularity is removed.
2. Toroidal topology
• θ 6= 0, β = 0: Small values of θ delay the
singularity. Large values of θ introduce a new
horizon∗.
• θ = 0, β 6= 0: Singularity is removed.
• θ 6= 0, β 6= 0: Singularity is removed for large
θ. For small θ a new horizon appears∗.
3. Higher-genus topology
• θ 6= 0, β = 0: Small values of θ delay the
singularity. Large values of θ introduce a new
horizon∗.
• θ = 0, β 6= 0: Singularity is removed.
• θ 6= 0, β 6= 0: Singularity is removed for large
θ. For small θ a new horizon appears∗.
∗ The presence of the new horizon prevents us from determining
whether there is singular structure beyond the second horizon.
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Figure 4: θ = 0, β 6= 0. commutative (red) vs non-commutative
(black) interior of a spherical black hole. Top: The triad component
E3. Middle: The triad combination (E2)2/E3, corresponding to
gyy . Bottom: N2, corresponding to |gττ |. Notice from the top
graph that the radius of the 2D subspaces, governed by the value of
E3, does not shrink to zero in the non-commutative case, indicating
removal of the singularity. The parameters are: M = 1, Λ = −0.1,
γ = 0.274, θ = 0, and β = −0.1. There is no new horizon in this
case.
Figure 5: θ = 0, β 6= 0. commutative (red) vs non-commutative
(black) interior of a toroidal black hole. Top: The triad component
E3. Middle: The triad combination (E2)2/E3, corresponding to
gyy . Bottom: N2, corresponding to |gττ |. Notice from the top
graph that the radius of the 2D subspaces does not shrink to zero
in the non-commutative case, indicating removal of the singularity.
The parameters are: M = 1, Λ = −0.1, γ = 0.274, θ = 0, and
β = −0.1. There is no new horizon in this case.
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Figure 6: θ = 0, β 6= 0. commutative (red) vs non-commuta-
tive (black) interior of a higher-genus black hole. Top: The triad
component E3. Middle: The triad combination (E2)2/E3, corre-
sponding to gyy . Bottom: N2, corresponding to |gττ |. Notice from
the top graph that the radius of the 2D subspaces does not shrink to
zero in the non-commutative case, indicating removal of the singu-
larity. The parameters are: M = 1, Λ = −0.1, γ = 0.274, θ = 0,
and β = −0.5. There is no new horizon in this case.
Figure 7: θ 6= 0, β 6= 0. commutative (red) vs non-commutative
(black) interior of a spherical black hole. Top: The triad component
E3. Middle: The triad combination (E2)2/E3, corresponding to
gyy . Bottom: N2, corresponding to |gττ |. Notice from the top
graph that the radius of the 2D subspaces, governed by the value of
E3, does not shrink to zero in the non-commutative case, indicating
removal of the singularity. The parameters are: M = 1, Λ = −0.1,
γ = 0.274, θ = −0.3, and β = −0.1. There is no new horizon in
this case.
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Figure 8: θ 6= 0, β 6= 0. commutative (red) vs non-commutative
(black) interior of a toroidal black hole. Top: The triad component
E3. Middle: The triad combination (E2)2/E3, corresponding to
gyy . Bottom: N2, corresponding to |gττ |. Notice from the top
graph that the radius of the 2D subspaces in this particular case
does not shrink to zero in the non-commutative case, indicating the
removal of the singularity, but the evolution stops due to gyy → 0
and |gττ | → ∞, indicating the presence of another horizon. The
parameters are: M = 1, Λ = −0.1, γ = 0.274, θ = −0.1, and
β = −0.05.
Figure 9: θ 6= 0, β 6= 0. commutative (red) vs non-commutative
(black) interior of a higher-genus black hole. Top: The triad com-
ponent E3. Middle: The triad combination (E2)2/E3, correspond-
ing to gyy . Bottom: N2, corresponding to |gττ |. Notice from the
top graph that the radius of the 2D subspaces in this particular case
does not shrink to zero in the non-commutative case, indicating the
removal of the singularity, but the evolution stops due to gyy → 0
and |gττ | → ∞, indicating the presence of another horizon. The
parameters are: M = 1, Λ = −0.1, γ = 0.274, θ = −0.05, and
β = −0.1.
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IV Concluding remarks
In this manuscript we studied the effects of non-com-
mutative geometry on the interiors of black holes com-
patible with various topologies. The introduction of
non-commutativity was performed in two ways. In the
first part of the study a smearing of the gravitating source
was performed, mimicking the effects of the non-loc-
alization introduced by a non-trivial commutator be-
tween the spacetime coordinates. It was found that this
smearing was capable of removing the curvature sin-
gularity in all scenarios. This result though is not that
surprising, as one has essentially forced a smoothness
onto the system. The resulting matter system, know in
the literature as “inspired by non-commutative geome-
try” will violate the energy conditions in the T -domain
thus circumventing the results of the singularity theo-
rems. However, it does hint at the fact that a possible
resolution to the singularity issue lies in non-commut-
ative geometry effects.
In the second part of the study the Poisson algebra
was directly altered by the introduction of a non-trivial
bracket in i) the configuration degrees of freedom only,
ii) the momentum degrees of freedom only, and iii)
both. It was found that for some cases the singularity
is merely delayed, occurring later (earlier in coordinate
time) than in the corresponding commutative scenario.
However, in many cases some rather interesting results
emerge. Either the singularity is removed, or else a
new inner horizon forms. In the case of a new horizon,
the domain that we are able to study with the method
here is also non-singular. Overall, the presence of the
parameter β (non-trivial bracket between the triads) is
more capable of singularity resolution than the parame-
ter θ (non-trivial bracket between the connection). The
results are summarized in table 1.
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